15th day of February, 2019
I hereby declare this day
in recognition of the
recognition awarded
in Texas, and urge the appropriate

Surveyors Week

March 17-23, 2019, to be

Therefore, I, Greg Abbott, Governor of Texas, do hereby proclaim

of those outstanding professionals and the importance of their work.

At this time, I encourage all Texans to recognize the dedicated service

highlight the contributions of surveyors.

Every March, a weeklong awareness campaign is conducted to

emerging needs and utilize technological advancements.

These industries professionals maintain the expertise essential to meet

advancing on infrastructure and geographic information systems development.

responsibilities, such as gathering data to establish land ownership and

infrastructure and economy of the Lone Star State. Surveyors have many

Today, surveyors continue to make invaluable contributions to the

To help fulfill legacies to settle and make their claims.

early expansion, when the promise of land ownership encountered promises
development of our nation. These dedicated professionals reliably added

Surveyors have long played a vital role in the growth and
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